




Television's language is evolving at great speed, and the medium reflects upon itself to a considerable degree. This self-reflexivity ensures that even casual viewers can remain fluent in their understandings. Popular understanding of how TV is produced is necessary if viewers are to know the status of what they are being shown, not so that they can go out and make TV themselves. They need to identify what is live and what is recreation, what is fiction or fact. They have to distinguish between contemporary or archive footage. They need to distinguish between the different levels of factuality claimed by particular footage: literal truth or the statement of a particular point of view. They will come to a judgement about whether an interviewee is telling the truth or whether they have been 'exploited'. They need to make correct generic identifications and to measure a particular programme against generic models.  

Modern TV audiences already have an understanding of TV production, at least in the developed world. TV’s reflexivity is extraordinary, ranging from the bloopers of the stars to the instant recycling and commentary upon the latest piece of startling news footage. Mix in the commentaries on TV in related media, radio DJs chatting about last night's 'must see' show or newspaper gossip and revelation, and you have a medium which is exceptional in the way that its production processes are open to the world. Virtually everyone knows its jargon and production secrets; could we say the same about plastics, waste disposal or even education? Indeed, such is the self-reflexivity of TV and the extent of reflection on TV in other media that many have rushed to see it as the 'post-modern' medium par excellence. 

This is to miss the point. The only reason why television is reflected upon, why its production processes have become common knowledge, is the universality of the medium which has gained the currency of everyday life itself. To assure significance in the developed world today, any new phenomenon has to touch and be touched by television. That is, it must be touched by the dominant form that television takes in modern society: the form of broadcast television programmes supplied into people's homes. Other uses exist, from the seemingly automatic forms of surveillance cameras to the highly wrought forms of video art, and all have their own organisations of production. Yet so powerful is the dominant form that the term 'television' is virtually synonymous with its broadcast form, especially if we see ‘broadcast’ as including all scheduled, linear services, including cable and satellite services. 

Programme product circulates relatively freely within this constellation of channels, and production processes are similar. US cable shows like HBO’s Six Feet Under appear on free-to-air broadcast channels in other countries (eg Channel 4 in the UK) with advertising breaks. In commodity terms they are no different from other programmes on those channels. To produce a series for HBO rather than the networks in the USA does not involve a fundamentally different production process, except in the important respect that there is a greater degree of editorial freedom, which is partly the result of a degree of flexibility in terms of the size of series runs, budget level and so on. Hence this article will use the term ‘broadcaster’ to cover a wide range of organisations interested in obtaining TV programmes for broadcasting over networks to a substantial domestic customer base, be that through free-to-air distribution or through subscription.





Television production has become routinised because television watching has become such a central part of everyday life. Television can mount special events, but the overwhelming quantity of television consists of series and established formats, and indeed that is what all but the most old-fashioned of commentators expect of it. The routines provide security, both for the industry and for its audiences. As more channels appear, the routinised aspects become more rather than less marked. The early years of television in the middle of the twentieth century, sometimes referred to nostalgically as a ‘Golden Age,’ saw what appears now to be a remarkable number of single plays or films (in series with titles like the Philco Television Playhouse, Armchair Theatre, Wednesday Play, Comedy Playhouse). This early period lasted into the Seventies in Europe, with the production of short-lived but much loved series (Fawlty Towers for instance). Who now would waste such ideas on a single outing, except, of course, those who are producing high-profile events, high-end drama or ‘TV movies’? It is no longer possible for single episodes or short runs of more routine TV production to win a place in a marketplace already crowded with excellent and/or loved material. Television is a victim of its own ubiquity. Its principal means of giving currency to its own new productions is to establish them as a fragment of the everyday realities of their audiences. So television becomes routinised even at the point of creativity.

Routinisation has its advantages for producers. It brings considerable certainties and efficiencies to the production process, which is fraught with risk and creative wastage. It means that each production is made within a framework of common understandings. Each genre has its normal ways of doing things: 'gameshow' means a studio-made event with an audience, celebrity presenter and contestants. It means a ritualistic process with its own catch-phrases. It also means a long series and a relatively brash visual and aural style. Imagine trying to explain all of that to a broadcaster before you can say what makes your format different; imagine having to define the genre for the technicians, the designer, the presenter, the gag writers. Specific formats are difficult enough to work out and define in any case, however simple they may look on screen. 





Considerable standardisation does exist in broadcast television, but it is different in different nations and regions. A crucial part of the skill of a producer is to know those standards, and a skilled producer can 'read' the probable level of the production budget just by looking at a TV programme produced in their own market.​[2]​ This informal standardisation is often reflected in the 'guide prices' that are issued by broadcasters when they put a slot or format out to tender in the production community. The price is only a starting point for negotiation on the chosen project, but to tell a producer that a drama will cost 'x' per episode rather than '2x' is to send powerful messages about the expected nature of the product.  Running time is another significant method of standardisation. Broadcast TV has standardised into slots of 30 minute units, with very rare exceptions. A producer or director claiming that their project has a "natural duration" of 11 minutes per episode is undertaking a form of commercial suicide, unless they are addressing a broadcaster with a particular need. Such needs can include material for a magazine format designed to fit a 30 or 60 minute slot, a larger entity like the 'open plan' children's TV sequences, or to fit the gaps left in the slot structure by a feature film.

The pattern of slots based on 30 minutes is practically universal in scheduled broadcast TV: it provides the basic building block of the schedule.​[3]​ But the precise duration of the programmes that fit those slots varies according to the practices of different broadcasting markets. The US network primetime slot is around 44 minutes; the UK commercial network slot is around 51 minutes; for the BBC it is more like 56 minutes. The difference is the permitted level of commercials (and in the case of the BBC, the lack of commercials). Hence drama series made for the BBC have to be cut for US transmission, except on channels like PBS which carry no commercials. In the UK, it sometimes creates space for short items; sometimes a schedule of two US products back-to-back; sometimes a plethora of trailers for forthcoming shows. Co-productions are sometimes hampered by this lack of standardisation: the BBC wildlife series The Blue Planet and the Life of Mammals were made in co-production with Discovery Channel. In order to make the episodes up to an hour slot for BBC transmission, an extra segment was added to the end of each show, detailing the intricate and ground-breaking production methods behind some of the spectacular sequences. A new level of reflexivity was added to the programmes.










It is convenient to divide TV production into five phases: finance, pre-production, shooting, post-production and marketing. From the point of view of any one programme, they appear to be a natural sequence: first you find the money, then you plan and shoot, then you edit, and then you distribute the finished product to an audience. However, each stage makes assumptions about the others. Changes at one point have profound consequences at another. For instance, in 1994 the BBC made the marketing decision that it should show more trailers as on-screen promotion of future programmes. Every programme, regardless of length, had to be shortened by one minute. Not much of a problem for 60 minute drama, but more of a problem for my series called French Cooking in Ten Minutes, which lost ten per cent of each programme a week before it went into the studio.  

Production in each broadcast market (normally a national broadcast market) has a particular national character resulting from both its internal evolution and the impact of foreign practices upon it. Production organisations generally take three forms: the vertically integrated producing broadcaster, independent production and forms of co-production.

VERTICAL INTEGRATION
In the early days of live TV, especially in Europe, it was natural for broadcasting and the production of programming to be contained within the same organisations. Programmes were made and broadcast from the company’s own studios. The only alternative was to produce work on film for broadcast later, and the costs of this were prohibitive until a substantial viewership had been created. Nevertheless, the live studio model of production continued to dominate many genres, and vertical integration continued to be a logical way of organising broadcasting​[4]​. As the medium evolved, live studio production became a relatively specialised part of television production. Many broadcasters continued to produce a substantial amount of their own programmes, but as a result of the gradual increase in production values since the 1970s,​[5]​ almost all broadcasters have had to look beyond their own resources in a systematic way. 

This has created a fundamental cultural shift within the organisation of vertically integrated companies, often referred to by the term used within the BBC, "producer choice". Essentially, the process is one of adaptation of a large vertically integrated company to the demands of full-cost budgeting, where everything is costed in terms of money rather than a mixture of money (paid to outside companies) and resource time (allocated by the vertically integrated broadcaster).  The BBC came to this process relatively late, and because of its size and its cultural position as a primary definer of 'public service broadcasting' for many smaller markets (e.g. the Scandinavian nations), the process has been the subject of several academic studies.​[6]​ The vertically integrated broadcaster has most of the equipment and studio space necessary to make its own productions. So the process of production was most conveniently planned by allocating resources by time: so many days in the studio; so many hours editing; a crew of a given size for a given number of days; a director for a specified number of days. This simplified internal resource allocation and gave producers a clear indication of what they had to work with. A separate cash budget was then drawn up for the money to be spent beyond the confines of the vertically integrated broadcaster: be it on talent (actors, writers, freelance workers) or materials (sets, lunches, archive material, car hire, costumes etc). 





Independent production takes place when a broadcaster contracts with a separate company to provide it with programmes. It therefore takes many forms. An independent can simply be an outside company that provides ideas and talent but uses studios and other facilities owned by a vertically integrated broadcaster. Or it can be a totally separate company that proposes an idea, has it accepted, finds or even provides all or part of the finance, makes the programmes and simply delivers them to a broadcaster at the end of the process. Independent producers sometimes sell all the rights in their programmes to the broadcasters financing them (the model that still prevails in the UK at the time of writing); or sometimes keep specified rights to sell the programmes to other broadcasters in the same or in foreign markets. Independent producers sometimes own their own production resources; sometimes hire them from other specialist companies. Independents sometimes have their own talent under contract (actors, directors etc); sometimes hire them in on a project-by-project basis. There is only one thing that defines an independent producer: it is a company with no access of its own to a broadcast channel on which to show its products. An independent production company therefore has to make a contract with a broadcaster for this access, and therefore has to seek commissions for programmes from broadcasters. Even this definition is clouded in some markets, where broadcasters take a direct investment stake in independent production companies.

CO-PRODUCTION





Production is organised differently in each of the major genres of TV. Situation comedies and series fiction (also known as drama) may appear to be similar in that they show fictional characters in a variety of narrativised incidents leading to a conclusion. However, their styles of production can be very different.

An established sitcom like Frasier has a standard pattern. There is a large writing team, consisting of a number of paired writers. For each episode, a pair will be delegated to write a first draft as part of the overall series planning. This will have planned the narrative arc of development for the characters during the series; the general themes of particular episodes; and any episodes with unusual set requirements (holiday locations etc). The show is heavily dependent on a small number of standard sets: Frasier's main apartment room being the chief one, along with the radio station, Café Nervosa, Niles's apartment and the other rooms of Frasier's apartment (kitchen, bedroom). A normal episode will be allowed an additional special set, the requirements for which will have been planned in advance. Each Monday during production the pair delegated to the week's episode read their draft, and it is discussed by the writing team as a whole. Rewrites of specific scenes are allocated to other writers. On Tuesday these are brought together into a composite script which is again read through by the writers and given to a writer whose specific job is polishing: adding business and smoothing through the flow of gags. On Thursday the cast read through the script for the first time with the writers. If it works, the show is taped in the studio on Friday. If urgent rewrites are required, the taping is put off until Saturday. And on Monday they start over again, usually for 26 weeks a year. In the UK and Europe, it is normal for sit-coms to be scripted by more than
one person or even a team, and to follow something of this pattern. However
the degree of rewriting habitual in the US is unheard of in the UK. In the USA, team writing of drama series has also become a common practice, though it is rare elsewhere. In episodic series fiction like NYPD Blue or ER the activity of assembling a script is more complex because of the multiple story lines involved. European drama, prime-time soaps apart, is more often the work of a single writer and is planned in shorter seasons.  

The shooting of sitcoms and drama differs markedly. Most sitcoms are made like Frasier, shot in studio sets with multiple cameras in front of an audience. TV drama never has an audience at its shoots, and – with the important exception of daytime soaps - moved out of the confines of the studio during the 1960s to adopt a much more filmic method of production centring on single camera shooting. The shooting of a 30 minute sitcom can be done in the space of about three hours.  Thirty minutes of drama shot with a single camera would normally take six days, though tight finance, careful planning and routinisation (enabling the use of multiple cameras) can reduce this time substantially, as is the case with soaps. As production differs so markedly for different genres in different markets, any general statement about the nature of production has to be taken with caution. However, it is possible to distinguish between five broad stages.


STAGES OF PRODUCTION 
1: FINANCE
TV production involves spending other people’s money, and usually a lot of it. For example, the Australian first series of Big Brother cost approximately 16 million Australian dollars (approximately US$ nine million) - see the article by Jane Roscoe in this section. Unsurprisingly, those people like to have a say in what is produced, so the activity of financing a production often determines its most intimate details. In addition, there are few agencies outside the television or media business that are interested in investing in speculative TV production because of the nature of television finance. Purely speculative production (that is, producers spending money without a pre-arranged outlet) tends to take place for the cinema rather than for television. There are a number of reasons for this, besides the most obvious one that cinema is more glamorous. 

The first reason is that television companies make expensively but buy cheaply. Broadcasters are prepared to pay more for programmes they commission than they are for ready-made material. There are two very different price scales for programmes depending on whether the broadcaster is involved in commissioning and/or making them themselves, or is buying them as completed programmes. A broadcaster might well commission a documentary costing £50,000 (approximately US$75,000) on the basis of little more than an idea and the director’s track record. However, the same documentary offered for sale as a finished item by the same director would be purchased for, at best, £10,000 (approximately US$15,000). It all seems rather odd, as there would seem to be less risk involved in buying something that is already finished.

There are several reasons for this. The most important is that when a broadcaster pays for the production of a programme, they will own it (or a substantial share in it) as a commodity. The rights in the programme can then be sold over and over again to different broadcasters as well as to other outlets like video and DVD. However, programmes are rarely simply sold from one market to another for reasons of cultural specificity or the different nature of product standardisation in different markets. A broadcaster may, for example, use a particular known voice for documentary commentaries, so will wish to add this voice. They may well wish to rewrite the commentary to suit local conditions, both for range of references and for overall tone. So the advantages of having a finished programme often have to be measured against the advantages of exclusivity (of being the first to show the completed programme) and creativity (of having ‘an input’, meaning telling the director to do certain things, and of being able to cater for cultural specificities). With increasing competition between channels, the issue of ‘creating a unified look’ or of branding has become increasingly important, permeating the look of individual programmes to a remarkable extent. Hence broadcasters tend to want to control such aspects of the production, and so put a premium on controlling the production process through investment in it. Purely speculative television production is therefore a difficult option for investors, outside areas such as children’s programming where the brand is often the character or the toy which will become more valuable as a result of the TV programme. Where a producer is selling limited rights to a broadcaster (e.g. the right to show the programme three times over one year), or where broadcasters from different countries are involved, the producer may well end up making different versions of the same programme, complicating both shooting and post-production.

For both parties, the broadcaster’s knowledge of scheduling, of how the programme will ‘fit’ into a slot in a sequence of programmes remains crucial, even for drama series. In addition, the television market place is full of programmes being offered for sale by broadcasters and program producers from other, usually international, markets, all of whom participate in the same financial model. In the case of smaller territories, the purchase of large amounts of foreign-produced material at low cost is what makes possible the provision of a broadcast service extending for hours and hours.

The second reason for the lack of speculative production in television is that the industry has a long history of vertical integration, of single companies undertaking both production and broadcasting. TV’s early history as a live medium, where shooting and transmission were one activity, meant that it was natural for them to be contained in the same organisation. The one market that saw an early division of the two activities was the USA. The existence of four time zones made it desirable to record the nation’s peak evening entertainment for delayed transmission to other time zones. In the USA also regulation produced a situation in which local broadcasters were separate from the emerging national distribution networks and contracted to take all or part of their output from them, but tended to reschedule some of it for their own reasons. In the smaller territories of Europe, single national broadcasters emerged like the BBC in Britain or RAI in Italy. Subsequent developments in Britain tended to be variants on the broadcaster-as-producer model until the introduction of Channel 4 in 1982, which introduced the model of commissioning productions from independent producers. This model was widely adopted elsewhere during the subsequent decade. 

THE COMPEXITIES OF US TELEVISION FINANCE

Production finance in the USA had organised itself along a radically different model. American television began with separation between networks and stations, providing a secondary domestic market. So producers could sell their productions once to a network and then over again to local television stations. This ‘syndication’ market opened up in the 1950s, enabling producers to sell filmed series, game shows and sitcoms to local stations to fill the endless hours of daytime and early evening TV which the network did not provide. Syndication provided material as well for those not infrequent spaces in the schedule that arose when stations affiliated to the network refused what the network offered, not least because they wanted to keep all that slot’s advertising revenue for themselves. The equivalent in European broadcasting emerged only with the arrival of multiple cable and satellite broadcasters in the late 1980s. Even then, European terrestrial broadcasters, usually the principal or only financiers of production, tended to hold on to the right to reshow programmes they had financed, rather than allowing producers to retain them. This was because they typically provided all of the production costs, whereas production for the American networks had long since been on a shared risk model: the network provided a proportion of the costs and the producer had to find the rest.​[9]​

American TV production finance became as complex as feature film finance as long ago as the late 1950s. American networks would commission – and usually finance - pilots for series. On the basis of the pilots, successful programmes were commissioned as series. The broadcaster would pay a proportion of the costs to secure a number of showings of each episode over a delimited period of time. The producer would then raise the rest of the money, aiming for the lucrative income from successful shows with 100 or more episodes, which could then  ‘go into syndication’.   Although such successes represented only a small fraction of all the shows broadcast on network television, the aggregate size of all the local markets in the US meant that a ‘hit’ show could generate hundreds of millions of dollars for its rights holder. Often, therefore, the non-network finance would come from distribution companies skilled in selling to the syndication market, and interested in the income from sales to TV stations outside the USA. These distributors are large enough to be able to spread their bets across a wide range of projects in the hopes that enough will go to syndication. This model of production worked well for long runs of filmed fiction and sitcoms, which is perhaps why these forms seem to dominate in the USA.

Other models emerged as well. Sometimes straight-forward sponsorship by advertisers would cover the difference between production costs and what the network would pay. Soap operas are so called because soap companies like Procter & Gamble originally produced the shows themselves. More recently, barter has been popular for cheaper studio-based programming such as talk shows, cookery or cinema review programmes. Network TV will pay the full production cost of such programmes, but in the syndication market the producer will split the income for the advertising breaks, selling half to national advertisers to cover production costs and generate a profit, and leave half for the local station to fill. 





The activity of obtaining a production contract from a broadcaster is known often called deal-making by producers and commissioning or ordering by broadcasters. The two are conflated within vertically integrated companies, and considerable tension exists when independent suppliers compete with broadcasters’ own production units for commissions. In either case, the process has a number of steps, some of which can be skipped depending on the producer’s confidence in their idea or their degree of contractual intimacy with the financiers.

What comes first are ideas and needs, but it is not necessarily the case that producers have ideas and broadcasters have needs. Producers can come up with ideas, but they also identify ‘gaps in the market’ or seek to exploit talent with which they ‘have a relationship’. Broadcasters identify problems with their output and seek ideas for dealing with them, sometimes defining them very tightly. But they also cast around for the talent of the future and for the coming ideas, looking for the faces and genres that are coming into fashion. They are aware that they are in an ideas business and often generate their own. Producers looking for finance for ideas will often research the output of channels to find the most suitable place for their ideas or scheduling weaknesses  which their ideas can address. Sometimes producers will generate investment for projects before approaching broadcasters in order to make the proposal seem attractive or even viable. Audience viewing figures and more general market research are therefore habitually used at this point as a crucial tool in developing ideas. Ideas may sometimes be abstract at their moment of conception, but from there on in they have to assume very concrete forms.

Once a need encounters an idea, a deal can be negotiated. The deal is essentially a blueprint for production. It specifies the who, what, how, when and where as well as the how much. Typical deals between separate organisations (producers, broadcasters, other financiers) will cover the following kinds of issues:
	the eventual look of the programmes produced, specifying cast and senior crew, length of shooting time, what technologies will be used, delivery dates, lengths of programmes etc.
	the ownership of rights in the programme, which are often of limited duration (e,g. terrestrial broadcast rights for five years), limited in territory (e.g. US and Canada only), and even limited in number (e.g. three runs over five years). Rights then revert to the production company or are passed on to other investors.
	Who has the right to control aspects of the content of the programmes, and at what point this right can be exercised. This includes issues such as the right to re-edit for particular purposes or the specification of different versions for different purposes to be delivered by the original producer (e.g. a specific European version to be longer than the US version, and to include material specifically addressed to the European market).
	The way that the finance is structured: who will pay what when, and what happens if they don’t.

There are many parties to most deals. Even the simplest, involving a programme 100% financed by a broadcaster envisaged for a single broadcast, will require a number of parties on the broadcaster’s side, from scheduling to consulting the interests of other departments.   

STAGES OF PRODUCTION 
2: PRE-PRODUCTION

Pre-production is all about planning and anticipation. This is expressed in two formats: the budget, which anticipates spending, and the schedule, which anticipates the use of resources over time. These both rely on further plans. For documentary planning will typically be the result of a period of research; for drama, a period of scriptwriting. Even as writing and research are taking place, the idea that was agreed with the broadcaster is analysed into its component parts, and each is brought into line in an overall plan and budget. An outline budget will have been drawn up during the negotiation of the finance. In pre-production a detailed budget will be developed which allocates resources to the various departments and phases of production: so much for the cast, so much for archive footage, so much for music, so much for editing, so much for digital effects etc. A budget will be set initially within broad outlines of the prices that can reasonably be expected from an up-to-date knowledge of the market. As pre-production continues, as scripts and/or research become more definite, these prices are progressively negotiated according to the detailed expectations of the production planning and the actual circumstances and quoted prices of suppliers. The precise outcome is only known, however, once the production is concluded. All the time that the production is active, the budget will be revised according to the actual, rather than predicted, expenditure.

The budget is refined as the detailed planning of the production continues. A documentary idea is researched to refine its details, find the most appropriate interviewees or (increasingly in contemporary documentaries) real people who can perform being themselves. Drama scripts are broken down into lists of locations and which scenes are to be shot in them. Locations are found and booked for the estimated number of days that it will take to shoot those scenes. Cast are found for the roles that were not specified for named stars in the contract. A schedule emerges from the process, whose precise form is dictated by a network of other commitments (dates of star availability, limitations of locations etc), all geared to the contracted delivery date agreed with the broadcaster and other financiers. The larger the production (a 26 part drama series for example), the more complex the process. As part of the planning of the detailed schedule, prices for services are negotiated within overall guidelines of the budget. So there is a constant interaction between the two planning mechanisms: the schedule and the budget.

Pre-production is also a period of contract negotiation and writing. The detailed terms of the contract with financiers may still be in negotiation; certainly it is the period for negotiation of the terms under which the production company engages artists and technicians. It is also the period in which the underlying intellectual property rights (“copyright”) in the production are contracted. Components such as the scripts, the original story, the music, the archive footage and so on all exist as separate artistic works and are protected by copyright. Copyright law differs in different countries. Production companies have to buy all or part of those rights. The different rights in a piece of music, for instance, involve the simple right to incorporate the music in the programme (and that can be further limited to specific territories only) to a major or even exclusive interest in selling the music through other media such as CDs, radio sales etc. Music copyright is also divided into the copyright for the composition and the copyright for the performance. So the situation can quickly become complex because many copyrights (‘underlying rights’) are incorporated into even relatively simple programmes. This web of copyright is essentially another aspect of planning and anticipation. Copyright negotiations are usually governed by “what if” (as in “what if the programme is really successful”; “what if it is sold to a US network” etc). 

Where extensive use of computer generated imagery is to be used, pre-production is also a period of image design and planning, particularly where images are to be shot to be combined into composites in post-production.​[10]​ Particularly important in television is the planning of the graphic style of a programme format, integrating everything from sets to title sequences, name captions and spin-off merchandise. Even modest productions now design a logo and an overall style as perhaps their prime means of differentiation in a crowded market. So it is important to see pre-production also as a phase of publicity. In a fast-moving market, the more publicity a programme can receive, the better.

STAGES OF PRODUCTION 3: THE SHOOT
Shooting, the creation and collection of images and sounds, takes many forms in television. Both film and video are used for different purposes. Considerable changes have taken place in the technologies available, and this has had visible effects on the kinds of programmes produced. The industry is also making increasing use of various forms of computer generated imagery and digital effects.​[11]​  Some genres use the specifically televisual form of the multiple-camera studio shoot, particularly game shows, daytime talk shows and sitcoms.

Studio production is intensive and involves a major division of labour. The director is physically separate from the action on the studio floor, and is mainly concerned with the ‘instant editing’ of the material from a number of cameras. Except in the case of live transmissions, this creates a master tape that can be trimmed and tightened later, especially when a subsidiary tape is made of a camera feed that is not being used in the live assembly. This is now a standard practice. The director is usually supported by a team who communicate through talkback with presenters and with the floor manager who is responsible for managing the activity in the studio space during recording. The television studio is now a familiar feature of the self-reflexivity of the medium, and representations of it tend to emphasise its artificiality and the degree to which physical separation determines control over the finished product. For those who work within it however, studio practice is highly routinised and relatively inflexible, though not without its moments of tension. The multi-camera studio format is also adapted to location work, particularly in sport broadcasting where the liveness of the sport event is crucial. In these circumstances, the apparatus of the studio gallery or control room, as it is called in the US, is contained within an outside broadcast (“OB”) truck, receiving the input from cameras stationed for the best possible points of view compatible with basic editing conventions (football and baseball are shot from one side of the field, for example). 

Studio production brings all the elements of the programme together into one space and time, ensuring a contemporaneous and spontaneous atmosphere to the programme, which is a significant aspect of the genres that most use it. Other forms of shooting are more spread out over time, and imply a greater role for post-production. The technologies for both non-studio shooting and post-production have transformed fundamentally since broadcast television became a cultural commonplace. Television relied on celluloid film for the production of any recorded and post-edited material until the introduction of video tape around the beginning of the 1960s - almost a quarter of a century after the first regular broadcast TV services. Film remained the preferred medium for larger budget production and is still used for much higher budget drama today. There are many reasons for this. Until digital technologies evened out the differences, film provided a superior image quality. In shooting conditions it can deal with a wider range of light levels within one shot, and is regarded as having a less ‘flat’ and ‘bright’ image quality. Film has historically seemed a more stable storage medium than tape, and its superior image quality meant that production on film could be more easily transferred to new formats like widescreen or digital storage. So the decision about shooting on film or tape has usually been linked to the planned quality and durability of the programmes. 

Videotape, however, has advantages, especially in documentary situations where tape reels and cassettes have a larger capacity than film magazines. A filmed interview on 16mm had to break off every ten to twelve minutes to change the roll of film in the camera magazine; tape formats with a running time of an hour are commonplace. Until the introduction of cassette-based formats like Betacam in the mid-1980s, however, film technology was significantly lighter, more compact and more trustworthy in difficult conditions than tape. Betacam enabled high-quality location video shooting using two person crews similar to 16mm film crews. With the development of the camcorder in the mid 1990s, tape became significantly lighter and usable by single operators, often directors. This led to a revolution in documentary film-making, allowing longer and more reactive shooting periods and a more conversational and confessional style of interviewing.​[12]​  
 
In general, the technological aspects of shooting have simplified during the history of television. Fewer individuals are required and processes have become more automated. However, the human or ‘front of camera’ aspects of shooting have become more complicated. In fiction, there is a marked tendency to higher production values, with broadcast series like ER or NYPD Blue having distinctly filmic characteristics: complex sets, showy camera work, deep shots with plenty of background action.​[13]​ In documentary, it has become more difficult to negotiate the permissions to shoot as companies and ordinary individuals alike have become more used to the processes of television. Media awareness training is now a commonplace for large corporations and political campaigns; suspicion of television is also a deep rooted public attitude.  
 
STAGES OF PRODUCTION 

4: POST-PRODUCTION
In post-production, images and sounds are processed into the final programme form. In addition to the assemblage of images and sound from the shoot phase, post-production involves the creation and addition of material, such as commentaries, music and animation effects. This is an area of increasing sophistication, especially when a major amount of graphic design is involved. The demands of scheduling slots mean that programme durations have to be finely calculated, and the differing demands of broadcasters described above  lead to a considerable activity of revision (or ‘reversioning’) of material to fit their formats and cultural demands.

All of this has been considerably helped by a technological revolution: the move from linear to non-linear editing. This has revolutionised the look and the internal pacing of programmes. Studio shot material is now routinely edited to sharpen its timing and to insert more complex visual information. Studio shows from the late 1980s, before the general use of non-linear editing, now seem archaic in their pacing and construction. Documentary and factual programming have seen an increasingly fast pace of shot transition and a sophistication in sound construction.

Non-linear is the term normally used for digital editing, using computer-based programmes such as AVID. Versions of these are now available for home PC use, and the key to the revolution is the increase in affordable computer memory. Video images are complex and require gigabytes of storage space, especially if all the information recorded on the tape is to be retained (‘compression’ refers to a process of averaging out image information to reduce the space it takes up). Tape is still used as a shooting medium in most circumstances because it is able to store large amounts of electronic data and is relatively robust. Some cameras have been developed using hard drives, but it is expected that tape will be eliminated as a shooting medium only when solid state cameras are developed which store information on chips. Before the introduction of multi-gigabyte hard drives, tape was used for editing as well. Computerised editing consisted of the precise copying of video material from one source tape to a master tape, one shot at a time in linear order, inserting effects by using an inline mixer.

Linear editing has a number of weaknesses. Any mistake involving a wrong shot length (omitted or unwanted material for example) means that the whole programme has to be reassembled on the master tape from that point on. Tape to tape editing involves a loss of image quality each time a transfer takes place (‘generation loss’). So there are problems with the simple expedient of copying the rest of the programme to another tape, inserting the missing material, and then recopying the wanted rest of the programme to the master. The image quality of the end section has gone through two generations, so will be of inferior image quality. Three generations were deemed acceptable in most industrial contexts, so if the initial edit had involved a couple of generations, then the repair job would become more complex. The problem of generation loss was also a major constraint on the generation of special effects such as layered images and complex graphics. Non-linear editing has made these constraints a thing of the past.

Non-linear editing can take place at different levels of image quality depending on how much the image and sound information is compressed. So normal video editing practice is still to use higher rate of compression to make the initial edit choices and to assemble the programme in what is called an offline edit. The online edit then follows this template at the minimum level of compression. This process is dictated simply by expense: there is no point in tying up expensive equipment for long periods on one project during the period of assembly. An offline edit is usually calculated in days or weeks; an online in hours. This reflects a division of resources and labour from the practices of tape editing, where low-quality assemblies on VHS or similar formats enabled editors and directors to make creative decisions (“try things out”) without the pressure of costs implied by an online edit. 

Film editing follows a similar pattern, in which positive print material of rushes is assembled by the editor, and the finished cut is then sent to specialists who cut the negative material according to its guidance. Film editing was often preferred to linear tape because of its greater flexibility, but the non-linear revolution has largely replaced traditional editing on celluloid even within the feature film business. Non-linear editing also enables a level of sound post-production that was difficult to attain with linear tape, so that many productions now involve considerable work of sound design and a separate stage of sound mixing after the images have been assembled in their final form. Non-linear editing has also enabled the creation of new kinds of job in the industry, such as the sound designer or the colourist, as well as eliminating others such as the assistant editor.

Post-production also involves considerable administrative work. The final accounts are produced, and in productions that are going badly, this often involves an attempt to reduce the costs of post-production. Paperwork is produced in large quantities, describing the programmes as commodities in various ways: everything from the transcripts of dialogue needed for subtitling and translation, to detailed descriptions of the origins of all the footage used and any copyright restrictions, to contracts with key personnel and even publicity material.  


STAGES OF PRODUCTION 
5: MARKETING

Marketing is an integral part of broadcast production. During pre-production and shooting various kinds of publicity material are prepared: plot synopses, stills, interviews with leading actors, etc. Post-production involves the production of trailers and other promotional material from the shot footage. Sometimes this is the responsibility of the production company; sometimes it is undertaken by broadcasters themselves. There is a particular challenge to marketing a show on broadcast television: there is a very short span of time (usually only a week or two) to publicize the one-time transmission of a show or an episode of a show at a given time on a given date. In the competitive television market, channels are spending increasing amounts of on-screen time and production resources in producing on-screen promotional material for forthcoming shows, to the extent of shooting expensive material simply for this purpose.
 
Marketing also involves attempting to control media coverage. The horizontal integration of media companies has greatly affected the marketing of TV programs.  The Disney Channel, for example, routinely cross-promotes TV programs, Disney-produced or distributed movies, computer games, theme parks, toys, etc. The News Corporation in Britain uses its newspapers (the Sun and The Times) to promote programmes and events on its BskyB satellite channels. Marketing has also been extended to the web, with banners at the bottom of the screen driving viewers to program-linked websites and, conversely, websites set up especially to promote a new show or serve as a vehicle for fan interaction. Marketing is not always a matter of spreading information, however. In 1985, the BBC decided that the launch of its new primetime soap Eastenders was to be shrouded in secrecy, with no press access to contracted actors and no advance leaking of the plot. Even now that the series is well established, the feeding of information to the press is still tightly controlled, so that the information that an actor is leaving the cast will trigger speculation about the way in which this will be managed in script terms, enhancing public interest in the series. Elsewhere, gossip about the cast and their views on the characters they play are provided to magazines aimed at the core sections of the audience, primarily pre-teen and early teens.  





Broadcasting as defined here is a culturally dominant way of using television technology. Other forms exist which dwarf broadcasting in terms of their economic importance in production terms. Some, like the use of surveillance cameras in public spaces, involve little in terms of production activity until crucial images require enhancement for detection purposes. Others, currently represent relatively small areas of activity, but are the harbingers of a trend: the application of television technologies to everyday commercial activities.





Much television production outside of the broadcasting industry itself is concentrated in advertising.  Indeed, advertising pays for much of the production activity of the broadcasting industry as well. Spot advertising underpins much of the current broadcasting industry, yet broadcasting is simply one way of reaching consumers, and, increasingly, it is seen as a relatively ineffective means of doing so. When a major brand like Heinz decides to shift resources out of television advertising into other forms of influencing consumers, the whole broadcast industry indulges in a bout of severe anxiety. Broadcasting, though culturally important, is a relatively minor industrial activity. As a British investment advisor once put it: “they’re terribly nice people to deal with, but you could buy the whole industry out of the retained profits of ICI”.​[14]​

Many of the concerns of commissioning practice and editorial niceties that I have described simply do not exist for advertising, so advertising production should be considered as a separate form of production, as it is in the audio-visual industries. The genesis of a commercial is very different from that of a television programme: the concern is the message and the brand, the impact in the market. Creative decisions are guided by these concerns and are made by more disparate groups of people than is commonly the case in broadcasting. They will involve campaign directors as well as film directors; market researchers as well as programme researchers; clients as well as creatives. Advertising involves a number of different functions, any or all of which can be found within one corporation. The first is the client, the company with a product to sell that has already been the subject of considerable consumer research and consequent conceptualisation. Second is the agency that conceptualises the advertisement (the concept). Third is the production house that produces the physical objects, advertisements, which often exist in related forms across a number of different media. Fourth is the organisation that buys the display space for the advertisement, the spot in the advertising break or the programme sponsorship deal. The common conception of the ‘advertising agency’ is of a company that undertakes all these functions for a client, including a considerable amount of the initial market research and product conceptualisation. The situation is often far more fluid, with large corporations taking various functions ‘in house’ or seeking to control the budgetary aspects of the physical production of commercials by imposing their own production controllers on separate production companies. 

Production is dominated by a perfectionism that is rare in broadcasting. Since every frame of an advertisement will be seen dozens of times by an average viewer, every implication of every image has to be teased out. Every frame of a high-budget advertisement is meticulously pre-planned, and will freely borrow techniques from the film industry including the lavish use of computer generated imagery. The production cost per minute of the average advertising break will be many times that of the broadcast programming that separates one break from another. Yet there also exist commercials whose skimpy production costs seem entirely out of keeping with the cost of putting them on air. 







Global corporations rely on television to create a corporate culture with a sense of common purpose, using it in several distinct ways. Management uses television as a means of direct and charismatic communication, and television training is a key part of the skills of a senior manager. Live feeds of important addresses from senior managers are the most effective means of communication at times of crisis or celebration. The preparation for the launch of a new product involves high budget productions communicating the virtues of new products in ways that are distinct from the presentation of that product to customers. With the increasing complexity of the modern workplace, video is used routinely to provide instructional material detailing workaday processes. As workplaces become screen-based rather than paper-based, this kind of visual instructional material will increase in importance and complexity. Some of these forms draw upon broadcasting, if only to enhance their cultural status. Corporate communications will often use television faces or voices as presenters, and sometimes use real or imitated TV formats to get their message across. 
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